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Bears are a part of our culture: For thousands 
of years, people and bears have shared the land. 
Pictographs in central Montana dating back 3,000 years 
illustrate the importance of bears to prehistoric humans. 

true wilderness in North America. Their strength, power 
and beauty have inspired our respect, fear and admiration. 
Many native Americans believe brown bears possess 
special powers and can even take on human form. 

Bears are like us! 
might think. They sometimes stand on two feet, use their 
paws to reach for things and eat both plants and meat. 
Female bears are great moms. They fiercely protect and 
care for their cubs for their first two years. During that time 
mothers teach their cubs how to survive on their own. 

Bears keep our environment healthy: 

by feeding on sick and weak individuals. They keep 
plant-eating animal species from overpopulating and 
help forests grow by spreading seeds. Natural areas that 
support bears are home to many other animals. So by 
protecting bears, we protect other wildlife too. 

Bears are survivors: At one time brown bears were 

Today America’s greatest predator is making a comeback! 
Their recovery is one of our biggest conservation success 
stories and represents what we can accomplish when we 
all work together! 

Bears share our space: As bear and human 
populations grow, conflict for space and resources 

aware – learning ways to avoid unwanted or unsafe 
encounters – and teaching others what you’ve learned, 
you can create a brighter future for bears. 

Why Are Brown Bears Important?

SAFETY OUTDOORS
Connecting children to nature means taking them outdoors into the beauty of nature. In order to ensure a safe experience, 
we suggest you walk the outdoor area the day before to look for any potential safety hazards. Be aware of any plants that 
might cause skin irritation such as poison ivy. The goal is to have a fun, immersive, safe experience outdoors.
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